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Fant A
fAnswer any two questions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate full marks.l

1(a). What is Boumill's equation? Solve the linear differential equation: 04
dt ii tern -1y

t-

dy'1*1'2 t*ya

1(b). Write the condition of exact differential equation. Verify the exactness and solve it 03
:(e"sfny + e-xldx - (xe-v - rscosyldy : 3

n(c)" \,tr'hat is order and degree of differential equation? Obtain the differential 03

equation y: e*{Acrrs:u * Bsf'nr) by eliminating arbitrary constants and also write
down the order and degree.

2(a). What is Clairaut's equation? Make the differential equation into Clairaut's form and 04

solveit:p:lag{px*y}
2(b). Soive the foilow.ing linear equation with constant coefficient: 06

{i} (n' * 9}1,. : -s? * r* 1{id} {n' - D" + 4D- +}y : 6asrsr:-nz:x

3{a). Solve the following differential equations (any fwo) :

.:r JJ' f,). ?.u 17 ,., --;-------:- . -=-- -(l)::ffi itt.,t YVt'- l-d.r *;tgr-" - i C1,: g

(iii)Y:2Pr+YP:
3(h). Solve the following linear equation with constant coefficient:

(t) (ot - 4D - 5h.: se-'

Fart E

4(a). Point out the Legender's Differentiai Equation when n:2.
4{b). Prove that l]. -Q(:r}-e*ir.}d:r : 0 if n *'nr

5(a). Soive the partial differential equations by using Lagrange's method of multipliers : 83

{y-t)p+(2-x}q:x-y
stb). solve the partial differential equation with constant coefficients: 03

r_t=]r_.r
5{c). Apply Charpit's method to solve : 3p'- q - 0 04
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6(a). A generator having emf 200u is connected in series with a 20tl resistor and an inductor
of 5 H' If the switch k is closed at time t:0, obtain a differential equation for the current
and determine the curent at time t.

6(b). Using the method of variation of parameters to solve the differential equation :
dav
;+ + a'Y: secnx
ax-

Solve the partial differential equation with constant coefficients by short method 03

05

05

7(a).

7(b).

7(c).

: r* 3s * ?f : {Z!, * S:r)
;

Show that 1r. . : /asrnt. _(.yJ 
fJ *.*

Form the Partial differtial equation by eliminating arbitrary functions e : -r*,F(1)
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